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ABSTRACT 

A beam of 480 Mev/c K+ mesons incident on targets of 

tungsten and copper inside a triggered, multiplate cloud chamber was 

used to look for the reaction K+ t n - K
0 + p. No events were found 

that could be interpreted as either the decay or interaction of neutral 

K mesons. The nature of the experiment and possible explanations of 

this une,..-pected result are presented in this paper . 
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I. K+ CHARGf EXCHANGE • 
,., SEARCH FOR K CHARGE EXCHANGE 

Robert W. Birge, Hans J. Courant, t 
Robert E. Lanou, Jr .• and Marian N. Whitehead 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 

July zq, 1959 

I. Introduction 

U strangeness is conserved in strong interactions, then 

I<+ -neutron collisions 1 may have only two final states -- K+ -neutron and 

0 . + 
K -proton. Consequently, if the K meson is assigned a strangeness of 

+ 1, the K0 meson produced in the charge-exchange reaction should also 

have a strangeness .J.l. An experiment was designed utilizing this 

charge-exchange reaction to study the decay and interactions of the 

neutral K mesons eo produced. The experiment produced no events that 

could be interpreted as either the decay or interaction of neutral K mesons. 

The nature of the experiment and the possible explanations of this un-

e"'-pected result are presented in this paper. 

ll. Experimental Procedure 

+ The experiment was performed using 480 Mev/c K mesons 

which were selected by momentum analysis with :magnets~ and velocity 

analysis with Cerenkov counters (Fig. 1 ). The beam was focused into a 

multiplate cloud chamber containing a 1/Z-in. -thick target, 1/4-in. -thick 

s-cintillation counter, and seventeen 1/4-in. -thick. lead plates. Fig. 2 
.. , 

shows their relative placement in the chamber. A charge:~·x;c;;bange eve.!lt 

~must have made a count in a defining counter, D 1, a count itt c 1 

* Work done under the auspices of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission. 
t 

Present address: Dept. of Physics, Yale University, New Haven, Conn. 
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(a velocity interval Cerenkov counter countin·g only K mesons), no 

count in C 7 (a threshold Cererikov counter counting only w mesons), ... 
a count in defining counter D2 • and no count in A 1, (an anticoincidence 

scintillator im1nediately behind the charge-exchange target). A signal 

generated by this coicidence is Jsed to expand the chamber and photo-

graph the event. After counter c2 an 8.•B-cm beryllium absorber 

removes protons from the beam and also degrades the K momentum to 

the final value of 480 Mev/c. The chamber had a volume of 16 by 20 

by 8 in. and was photographed stereoscopically with two cameras. The 

multiplate chamber was operated in a manner such that it was triggered 

only on specifically selected events, 2 with beam-associated background 

reduced to --: lo/o of total in a Bevatron pulse. This reduction was 

accomplished by using the fact that the number of K+ mesons was - 2"fo 

of the beam tracks. The beam spill was made long compared to an 

artificially shortened sensitive time of the cloud chamber. This sensitive 

time was limited by a high-voltage clearing field before the triggering 

event and afterward by shutting off the Bevatron beam. The time sequence 

of these operations is shown in Fig. 3. When no '*charge-exchange" 

event occurs during an acceleration cycle, the beam spill extends over 

a period of 200:msoc·.and the high-voltage clearing field remains on, thus 

clearing all tracks out of the chamber. When a "charge-exchange" 

event doee occur, the high voltage is turned off in a short time 

(- 0.1 ~J.Sec) and the rf accelerating voltage is simultaneously turned off, 

causing the proton beam in the Bevatron tank to spiral away from the 

target and thus stopping the flux of particles -ente~ring, the chamber. 

·. 
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This technique is very effective, and is discussed in more detail else
., 3 

where ..... · 

In order to keep a continuing check that the counters were in

deed selecting K+ mesons and that the cloud-~hamber sensitivity was 
t 

proper, counter A 1 was periodiceiilly removed from anticoincidence 

. + 
(D1 t C 1 - C2 ·1- Dz), and the charged K mesons then traversed the 

chamber and came to rest in the lead plates. Thh type of trigger will 

be referred to as a !'through K" trigger. 

Table I shows the relative counting rates o! the various com-

ponents of the bean1: 

Table I 

Relative counting rates 

Beam Component Relative Number 
+ + 

11' + K = D 1 + D2 
2000 

14 

+ 
K charge exchange D 1 + 0

2 
+ C 1 - 1 

Cz- A 

Two types of targets were used in the chamber during the 

experiment; one was a 1/2-:-by-4-by-4-in. piece of tungsten, and the 

other was copper of the same dimensions. For purposes of analysis, 

the results from both targets are combined . 
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Ul. Scannins and Analysis 

The pictures were scanned twice by two differett•·experimenters 

in stereoscopic reprojection (in addition to the rush scanning during the run). 

The same criteria and technique were used by both scannors, and the results 

were the same for both. The technique and criteria are aa follows: 

The picture is reprojected and ita register number noted. Then, 

without reference to the picture logbook, the scanner judges from the 

evidence in the picture whether or not he believes the electronic trigger 

for this picture was for a "charge exchange" (i.e •• no charged particle 

passes through the anticounter) or for a through K. Having put the 

picture into one of these two categories, he then applies further criteria 

for event selection. If the event has been classified as a charge-exchange, 

he judges the quality of the incoming track or tracks to decide whether 

there is one that satisfies conditions on ionization density, position, and 

timing consistent with being a K particle. The presence or absence of 

background is also noted. 

If the event has been classified as a through K, the same 

things are noted as above. In addition, the range of the K+ and whether 

or not it hae a secondary decay product is determined and, if so, the 

range of the seconda1·y is also measured. 

Every charge-exchange trigger is, of course, not necessarily 

a true charge exchange. Some of the ty?eS of events that simulate a 

charge-exchange electronic trigger (D1 + C
1 

- C2 + D2 - A 1) are K+

back-scatter in the target, K+ decay in flight with the secondary missing 

the scintillator A
1

, interaction of the K"'" in the gas of the chamber or in 
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the clearing -field electrode, or slow protons arising from 1t' + inter

actions (11'+ ·t- n- tr
0 + p) in the material ahead of the chamber which 

simulate an acceptable time of flight. Most of these false events can be 

excluded by inspection. 

A calculation of the pure charge-exchange rate to be expected, 

b d K+ i t 0 0 ul ' 4 d k' 1 6 X 10-l 7 ase upon n eract1ons 1n em s1on an ta 1ng a = • ex 

cm
2 

/neutron, indicates that 1.4""o of the K+ mesons might be expected 

to charge exchange in a 1/2-in. tungsten target. The higher observed 

trigger rate ( 1/14 - 7%) is indicative of the additional processes mentioned 

above. 

IV. Experimental Results 

Of the nearly 1000 pictures triggered by either charge-exchange 

or through K electronic signal, approximately 700 were selected as 

suitable for analysis on picture quality alone. The results shown in 

Table ll apply only to these 700 analysed pictures. 
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Table II 

Clae sification o£ events 

1. Charge-exchange trigger 

A. Single, proper incoming track 22.9% 

B. Backscatters 3. 7% 

C. Decays and interactions before target 10.4% 

D. Multiple (more than one) proper 
incoming tracks 34.6l1fo 

E. No acceptable incoming track Z8.4'71o 

II. Through trigger 

A. Single, proper incoming track with 
secondary 

B. Single, proper incoming track without 
secondary 

C. Decays and interactions before target 

D. Pictures with no clearly recognh:able 
K+ . 

46.1% 

25.9% 

19. 5o/o 
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Reference to Table 11 indicates that in the category of 

charge-exchange triggers the data divides itself into three roughly 

equal parts and a fourth smaller one. Category A consists of those 

pictures in which one, and only one, track enters the target and disappears, 

and the track quality meets all criteria !or identification as a K+. 

Category D consists of those pictures that had more than one .-tirack 

entering the target, one or more o! which satisfied the track quality 

criteria. Category E consists of those that had no track satisfying the 

K+ track criteria and presumably consisted of some slow protons and 

poorly-timed pions. Categories B and C constitute the smaller fourth 

group. 

The expected rate of real charge-exchange events,, NT, 

leading to a visible K
0 

decay can be related to the observed inelastic-

scattering rate, N
0

, by ·using the following simplification of conclusions 

. ' from emulsion data: · 

(a) K+ angular distribution in inelastic scatters is isotropic 

in the laboratory system. 

(b) The K0 resulting from charge exchange probably goes 

forward. 

(c) Nearly all prongs in inelastic events have ranges less than 

that for 10-Mev protons. 

(d) 20% of inelastic scatters are charge-exchange. 

The observed inelastic-scattering rate, N0 , includes only 

the inelastic scatters when the scattered K+ goea in the backward 

hemisphere and no star prongs enter the antiscintillator; it also includes 
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charge-exchange events where the K0 does not decay before or in the 

anticounter. 

1£ we put the true rate of inelastic scatters in the target 

eq'tal to N, we can calculate the observed rate, N
0

, as a function of 

N: 

We obtain NT as a !unction of N0 by the use of the known 

relation between NT and N. The number of K 1 ° that decay in the 

chamber should be 

( l) 0 ·~ N = number of inelastic scatters with K+ going 

backward concluded from (a) and (d) above. 

(2) 0.2 N =number of true charge exchanges. 

( 3) 0.48 X 0.2 N b f K o h d . . ill 2 - = num er o 1 t at · ecay 1n sc1nt ator. 

(The factor 2 assumes that half of all K0 are short-lived, and 0.48 

is calculated for the known geometry by using 1 X 10-lO sec for the 

K 1 ° half life). Combining factors ( 1), (2), and ( 3), we have 

(4) N0 = (1) + (Z)- (3) = 0.55 N. 

(S) NT= 
0

2_
2
· N ( 1-0. 48), 

or 

(6) NT= 0.052 N. 

Substituting N = N /O.SS, we have the desired relation 
0 

(7) NT= 0.094 N
0

• 

The factor 1/Z in (5) accounts for the K2 ° mode, which 

is assumed to have such a long half life that it would not decay in the 

chamber with appreciable probability, and the correction for those that 

decay in the anticounter and do not trigger the chamber is ( 1-0.48). 
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There are two choices for N0 in order to predict NT . 

The first consists of using categories A and B of Table 11 and is 

overconservative. The second includes category D also. Table Ill 

gives the predicted decays and the probability that none should occur. 

None were observed. 

Table Ill 

Predicted If-meson decays and probabilities that 
no decays occur 

ESrobability of Number Predicted 
no decal 

No 
0 K o Ko 

Kl z 1 

A ·to B 10 0 4Xl0-S 

A+B+D 23 <2 8XlO-ll 

V. Discussion 

As a check on the reliability of K+ identification, the 

"through"K" pictures were also analysed. The pictures were divided 

into two principal categories; those with secondary and those without 

secondaries. An integral range-plot is made for each category and the 

observed ranges yield an incoming K+ momentum of 461 ± 30 Mev/c. 

In Fig. 4 is a differential range-plot of those K+' s with secondaries and 

those without. The plot indicates that 21 '1/o of the K• s without secondaries 

stop in the target and simulate charge exchange events, or 67/r; of all K+ 

triggers. This rate is indeed the same as the "electronic charge exchange" 

rate. 
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Since the K mesons which are photographed during "through K" 

triggers traverse a large amount of material (W, Cu, and Pb plates) it 

might be expected that some of them would charge exchange and have a 

K1 ° associated; no such event was seen. The K+ track length was 

4.75 charge-exchange mean free paths in lead, 0.93 in tungsten, and 

0.75 in copper. 

In summary, we conclude that we see fewer neutral K mesons 

than expected. The reasons that may be conchtded !rom this experiment 
·, 

are several: (a) the cross section for charge exchange in tungsten and 

copper as calculated from emulsion data may be lower than expected, 

(b) all neutral modes produced in this reaction are long-lived (i.e., 

I< o + K o 
K

0-=f 1 
2 

2 and thus escape the chamber, (c) all neutral K mesons 

are made with so low an energy that they decay in the target or scintillator 

A 1 and are thus never detected, or, lastly, (d) there is some systematic 

error in electronic identification o{ the K+ which triggers the chamber on 

unwanted events -- the evidence for this latter possibility is not strong, 

as indicated above. 

In order to explore these questions more fully, a counter 

experiment has been performed to measure the charge-exchange cross 

section in tungsten, carbon, and copper, as well as emulsion. The 

evidence from this experiment is that our assumed charge-exchange cross 

section in tungsten was correct. However, calculations of the double 

scattering of the K+ and K0 in the nucleus show that it is large, - 30%. 

0 
Any second scattering will lower the energy o£ the produced K to the 

point where they will most probably decay before the antisdntUlator. 
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Therefore, a crude estimate shows the ratio of the observed short-lived 

K 
1
° decay to the total K+ disappearance rate will be decreased from 

the expected 1/2 to - 0.25 or less. In two following papers we report 

on this experiment and one other in which charge exchange reactions 

resulting in neutral K decays have been seen and the cross section for 

the reaction has been measured. 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 

Fig. 1. Plan view of 480 Mev/c K+ beam. Not to scale. 

Flg. 2.. Detail of lead plates 1 to 17, charge-exchange target, and 

anticoincidence counter inside the cloud chamber. Plate 1 has a 

hole for beam entry. 

Fig. 3. Timing sequence for clearing field and beam spill. Dotted 

portion illustrates maximum length of spill which is about ZOO msec 

in this experiment. 

Ft.g. 4. Differential range plot for "through K1 s 11 
• Solid histogram is 

for K+ with no secondaries, dashed histogram is for K·t- with 

secondaries. The abscissa is in units of the average range for a 
.j_ 

461 Mev /c K ·. The target is located at T. 

. .-.. , 
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